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The effects of permanent dipole moments and those due to the randomness of molecular orientation in the
phase control of molecular excitation are discussed for the simultaneous one- and three-photon excitation of a
two-level model molecule. In this transition scheme both transitions can occur with or without the presence of
permanent dipoles and the results are contrasted to those corresponding to the one- and two-photon excitation
of a two-level molecule, which requires the presence of permanent dipoles. The dependence of the temporal
evolution of the excited state and the associated resonance profiles on the relative phase of the lasers is used to
monitor the control of the excitation process. Analytical perturbation theory, the rotating-wave approximation,
and exact Floquet results for those observables are used for this purpose. Both fixed molecule-laser configu-
rations and situations where the absorbing molecules assume random orientations with respect to the laser
beams are considered.

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Wz

I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of a nonzero differenced, between the perma-
nent dipole moments of the states involved in a transition, on
the dynamics, and the resonance profiles, associated with the
interaction of either one or two continuous wave~cw! or
pulsed lasers with a molecule can be significant; see for ex-
ample@1–11#, and references therein. Many of the investiga-
tions of the effects of permanent dipoles have involved using
analytical rotating-wave approximations~RWA’s! and exact
Floquet techniques, as well as other methods. In general, for
two-color ~i.e., two-laser! excitation of a two-level model
molecule, the analytical RWA results@4# for the time-
dependent and steady-state populations of the molecular
states are applicable only when one two-color resonance
dominates the transition of interest@4#. Recently an exten-
sion of the original two-color RWA to the harmonic two-
color excitation problem, where the frequencies of the two
lasers are integer multiples of another frequency, has been
developed@10#. It is generally applicable to two-level, har-
monic two-color, excitation problems, including the impor-
tant case of competing resonances, and has been used@10# to
help investigate the control of molecular two-color excita-
tion, through the interplay between competing one- and two-
photon resonances, by variation of the relative phase of the
two lasers; both fixed molecule-laser configurations and the
effects of orientational averaging were considered in some
detail. The effects ofdÞ0 are crucial in this case since for
two ~nondegenerate! levels the two-photon transition is for-
bidden unlessdÞ0 @1–7,9–11#.

The purpose of this paper is to further investigate the
effects of permanent dipole moments and those due to ran-
domness of molecular orientation with respect to the laser
beams, in the phase control@12–19# of molecular excitation,
by examining a two-level excitation scheme, in this case si-
multaneous one- and three-photon excitation, where both
transitions can occur both with~dÞ0! and without~d50! the

presence of permanent dipole moments. Indeed the three-
photon transition can depend markedly on the relative size of
the transition dipolem relative tod @7#. Both the temporal
evolution of the population of the states of the two-level
dipolar model molecule and the associated resonance profiles
are considered.

The methods used to study the problem, namely, the
recently developed harmonic many-resonance rotating-wave
approximation ~HMR RWA! @10#, semiclassical time-
dependent perturbation theory@6,7,11,20#, and exact Floquet
methods@2,4,21–25#, are discussed briefly in Sec. II. The
perturbative results are valid for short times, such that the
excited state of the system is far from saturation, and can
provide considerable insight into the phase control problem.
The HMR RWA is generally more appropriate for longer
times and for discussing resonance profiles, and also gives
physical insight due to the analytical nature of the RWA ex-
pressions for the time-dependent populations of the molecu-
lar states and for the resonance profiles. Both perturbation
theory and the HMR RWA can be used to estimate the field
strengths needed for optimal control of the two-color transi-
tion and their validity is tested using exact Floquet results.
Interestingly, the perturbative results for the required
molecule–electromagnetic-field~EMF! couplings for the
three-photon transition are generally considerably more reli-
able than the RWA couplings.

The effects of the presence of permanent dipole moments
on the phase control of the two-color excitation process are
discussed in Secs. III A–III D for a fixed molecule-EMF
configuration corresponding tomid and also parallel to the
two polarization vectors of the two cw lasers. Model two-
level molecules are used for this purpose that vary from each
other by the choice ofd relative tom. Comparisons between
simultaneous three- and one-photon excitation, with and
without permanent dipoles, are made as a function of relative
laser phase using perturbation theory ford50 and both per-
turbation theory and the HMR RWA fordÞ0 to estimate the
field strengths needed for optimal control; the validity of the
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HMR RWA for the three-photon molecule-EMF coupling de-
creases markedly as (d/m)→0. The effects of taking ac-
count of the randomness of molecular orientation with re-
spect to the polarization directions of the lasers on these
results are discussed in Sec. III E. Section III includes a dis-
cussion of the model calculations in the light of the phase
control of the temporal evolution of the molecular states and
the effects of phase on the related resonance profiles as a
function ofm, d, and the method used to select the optimal
control laser field strengths. The presence of permanent di-
poles must be taken into account when choosing the laser
fields for optimal control; otherwise the phase dependence of
the dynamics and the resonance profiles will be largely lost.
The results for the one- and three-photon competition are
contrasted with the recent work@10# involving the phase
control of the simultaneous one- and two-photon excitation
of dipolar molecules. In both cases the results are very phase
dependent, for the proper choice of the laser fields, for fixed
molecule-EMF configurations, while upon orientational av-
eraging the phase dependence is largely lost~more so for the
one- and two-photon competition!. Some of the more rel-
evant aspects of this work, including a discussion of some of
the more general implications of the results for the phase
control of molecular excitation, are summarized in Sec. IV.

Atomic units are often used in this paper. The units for
energy E, the transition and permanent dipole moments
m jk , the field frequenciesv j , time t, and the field strengths

«j
0 areEH , ea0 , EH\21, \EH

21 , andEH(ea0)
21, respec-

tively, whereEH is the Hartree of energy,e is the absolute
value of the charge of an electron,a0 is the Bohr radius, and
\ is the reduced Planck constant. The following conversion
factors will be useful in what follows:ea0'2.5415 D,
EH\21'4.55631026 cm21, \EH

21'2.4189310217 s
(1012 ps5s!, and the field intensity corresponding to a
continuous-wave electric field isI'3.50931016 («(0) au!2

W/cm2.

II. CALCULATIONAL METHODS

In the semiclassical electric-dipole approximation, the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger wave equation for the interac-
tion of anN-level molecule with a sinusoidal electromag-
netic field is given in matrix form by

i
]a~ t !

]t
5@E2m–«~ t !#a~ t !. ~1!

The square energy and dipole moment matrices are defined
by (E) jk5Ejd jk and (m) jk5^c j umuck&, wherem is the di-
pole moment operator for the molecule. Thec j (r ) are the
orthonormalized time-independent wave functions for the
stationary states having energyEj and the time-dependent
state amplitudesaj (t) are contained in the column vector
a(t) defined by@a(t)# j5aj (t). For the interaction involving
two linearly polarized continuous wave lasers, the electric
field is

«~ t !5ê1«1
0cos~v1t1d1!1ê3«3

0cos~v3t1d3!, ~2!

whereêi , « i
0 , v i , andd i are, respectively, the polarization

unit vector, field strength, circular frequency, and phase of

the i th cw electric field. The convention (i51,3) is chosen
since the problem of interest involves the simultaneous one-
photon and three-photon absorption for a two-level mol-
ecule, i.e., (E215E22E1.0);v1;3v3 .

For two independent frequencies, the electric field is pe-
riodic in 2p/vb , wherevb , the beat frequency, is given by
@4,26#

vb5
v1

m1
5

v3

m3
~3!

andm1 andm3 are the lowest possible integers giving the
frequency ratiov3 /v1 . However, for the laser-molecule in-
teraction involving the fundamental and its third harmonic,
i.e., the case considered here, the two frequencies involved
are not mutually independent but rather are harmonics of the
beat frequency andm1 and m3 are positive integers that
specify the harmonic relationship betweenv1 andv3 , i.e.,
m153 andm351. The fundamental frequency is denoted by
the subscript 3, while its third harmonic is denoted by the
subscript 1;vb5v3 .

A. Perturbation theory „µiiÞ0…

Following the standard procedures of semiclassical per-
turbation theory@7,20#, the time-dependent wave function
for the two-level molecule is transformed to an interaction
representation and written as

C5(
j51

2

bj~ t !c jexp~2 iE j t/\!. ~4!

The time-dependent coefficientsbj (t) can then be expanded
perturbatively to obtain@7,20#

bj~ t !5 (
n50

`

bj
~n!~ t !. ~5!

The bj
(n)(t) satisfy the coupled differential equations given

by

d

dt
bj

~n!~ t !52
i

\ (
k51

2

mjk–«~ t !bk
~n21!expF i\ ~Ej2Ek!t G .

~6!

For initial conditionsbj (0)5d j1 , corresponding to the mol-
ecule being in the ground state at timet50, a third-order
perturbation treatment of the problem, which neglects the
off-resonance terms, yields results similar to the independent
one- and three-photon one-color work@7#, except for an im-
portant interference term. Here the one-photon perturbative
molecule-EMF coupling@C(1)#pert is given by

@C~1!#pert5~«1
0!~m•ê1!. ~7!

The three-photon perturbative molecule-EMF coupling
@C(3)#pert is @7#

@C~3!#pert5
~«3

0/2!3

2vb
2 @2~d•ê3!

22~m–ê3!
2#~m–ê3!, ~8!
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whered5m222m11, the difference between the permanent
dipoles of the excited and ground molecular states. The per-
turbative expression for the time-dependent population of the
excited state 2 is given by

P2~d1 ,d3 ,t !5
t2

4
$@C~1!#pert

2 1@C~3!#pert
2

12@C~1!#pert@C~3!#pertcosd%, ~9!

where the relative phased5d123d3 . This expression ne-
glects small molecule-EMF coupling terms, varying as
(«1

0)3 and«1(«3
0)2, and has the form usually associated with

competitive one- versus three-photon transitions@13,14,16–
19#. However, perturbation theory is only valid for weak
perturbations~weak molecule-EMF couplings! and for short
times so the excited state is far from saturation. On the other
hand, RWA’s can give closed-form analytical expressions for
both temporal and long-time averaged~resonance profiles!
results for the populations of the molecular states that are
often valid under much less restrictive conditions~see Sec.
II B !.

B. Harmonic many-resonance rotating-wave approximation
„µiiÞ0…

Previously Kondo, Blokker, and Meath@4# have derived
analytical expressions, in the RWA, for the resonance pro-
files and the underlying temporal behavior of the molecular
states, associated with the two-color excitation of the two-
level dipolar molecule. This approximate solution is not ap-
plicable when there are significant competing resonances@4#,
except when a transition is exactly on resonance@4,27#.
More recently Brown and Meath@10# showed, for the more
specialized case when the frequencies of the two cw fields
involved in the two-color excitation process are both har-
monics of another frequency, that the two-color problem can
be reduced to an effective one-color problem. In this HMR
RWA, analytical results for the time-dependent populations
of the molecular states and for the associated resonance pro-
files are available that are applicable in the case of competing
resonances and for both on- and off-resonance frequencies. A
detailed derivation of the harmonic many-resonance RWA
for the interaction of two continuous wave lasers with a two-
level molecule, including the effects ofm i i , is given else-
where; the relevant equations are given below.

The HMR-RWA expression for the phase-dependent time-
dependent population of excited state 2, subject to the initial
conditionsa1(0)51 anda2(0)50, is

P2~d1 ,d3 ,t !52P̄2~d1 ,d3!sin
2$ 1

2 @ uz~d1 ,d3!u21D2#1/2t%,
~10!

whereP̄2(d1 ,d3) is the phase-dependent long-time averaged
~steady-state! excited-state population

P̄2~d1 ,d3!5
uz~d1 ,d3!u2

2@ uz~d1 ,d3!u21D2#
~11!

andD is the detuning of the two fields from the weak-field
resonance position

D5E212N1v12N3v35E212Nbvb , ~12!

where vb is the beat frequency defined by Eq.~3! and
Nb5N1m11N3m3 . Unlike the one-color RWA@1#, where
there is only one resonance conditionE215Nv, there are an
~infinite! number of frequency combinations that satisfy the
resonance condition (D50) in the two-color RWA @4#,
whereN1 andN3 are integers that can be positive, negative,
or one of them zero.

For the harmonic (N1 ,N3)-photon transitions defined by
Eqs. ~3! and ~12!, wherev1 andv3 are such thatm1 and
m3 have fixed values, the overall phase-dependent molecule-
EMF couplingz(d1 ,d3) is given by@4#

z~d1 ,d3!5 (
N1 ,N3

C~N1 ,N3!exp@ i ~N1d11N3d3!#,

~13!

where the molecule-EMF coupling for the individual
(N1 ,N3)-photon transition is

C~N1 ,N3!52JN1~z1!JN3~z3!FN1v1S m–ê1

d•ê1
D

1N3v3S m–ê3

d•ê3
D G ~14!

andJk(zj ) is a Bessel function of integer orderk and argu-
ment zj5(d•êj« j

0/v j ); the sum in Eq.~13! includes all~in
practice appreciable! individual molecule-EMF couplings.
Although Eq.~13! contains an infinite sum, the damped na-
ture of the Bessel functions in Eq.~14!, as a function of
increasing order, generally ensures that lower-order multi-
photon molecule-EMF couplings dominate the sum and the
others can be neglected@4,10#. Since the Bessel functions are
oscillatory in nature, increasing field strengths may actually
decrease the molecule-EMF coupling.

From Eq.~10!, the resonance (D50) period of the time-
dependent excited-state population is

t5
2p

uz~d1 ,d3!u res
, ~15!

where uz(d1 ,d3)ures is evaluated using Eq.~13! at the reso-
nance value ofvb . P̄2(d1 ,d3), as a function ofvb , repre-
sents the phase-dependent absorption spectrum or resonance
profile for the two-level system in the HMR RWA. When
uz(d1 ,d3)u is approximately constant over a resonance pro-
file, the resonance profile has a full width at half maximum
F of

F 5
2uz~d1 ,d3!ures

Nb
. ~16!

In general, the HMR RWA is applicable if the overall phase-
dependent molecule-EMF couplinguz(d1 ,d3)u is much less
than the beat frequencyvb @4#.

For the case of explicit interest for the applications con-
sidered in Sec. III, i.e., simultaneous one- and three-photon
excitation, the dominant individual couplings areC(1,0) and
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C(0,3). Therefore, from Eq.~13!, the magnitude of the
HMR-RWA overall molecule-EMF coupling can be reduced
to

uz~d1 ,d3!u5@ uC~1,0!u21uC~0,3!u2

12C~1,0!C~0,3!cosd#1/2. ~17!

When the HMR-RWA molecule-EMF couplings in Eq.~17!
are replaced by their perturbative counterparts Eqs.~7! and
~8!, one obtains the perturbative expression for the overall
molecule-EMF coupling that appears in Eq.~9!, which can
be written asP2(d1 ,d3 ,t)5(t2/4)uz(d1 ,d3)u2. Note that
even thoughJ0(zi) in Eq. ~14! represents a zero-photon tran-
sition, for sufficiently large field strengths it can greatly
modify the molecule-EMF coupling as the field strength
changes@4,5#.

By expanding the HMR-RWA resonance result for the
time-dependent population of state 2, Eq.~10! with D50, in
powers oft and retaining only terms through order (t)2; then
expandinguz(d1 ,d3)u2, by expansion of the Bessel functions
J0(z), J3(z), andJ1(z) in powers ofz; and keeping terms
through sixth overall order in the fields, the third-order per-
turbative result for the time-dependent population of state 2,
Eq. ~9!, can be obtained, except for pure transition dipole
terms above first order@i.e., the termm3 in Eq. ~8!#. In gen-
eral, as with the previously derived two-level molecular
~dÞ0! one- and two-color RWA’s, the HMR RWA fails in the
limit that d50 when it only supports one-photon transitions,
i.e., the atomic RWA result corresponding to the absence of
permanent dipole moments@1,4,5#. It is well known, even
with d50, that a two-level model can support all odd-
photon,N51,3,5,7,. . . , transitions. It is necessary to utilize
perturbative corrections@3# to the RWA, via the appropriate
Floquet secular equation, in order to obtain reliable represen-
tations of the N.2 transition probabilities whend is
‘‘small.’’ Therefore, the HMR RWA will be most applicable
when the permanent dipole mechanism is the dominant
mechanism for a givenN.2 multiphoton transition. For
N51 and 2, small-time and low-field expansions of the
RWA results agree precisely with perturbation theory with
d50 or dÞ0 @10,28#.

C. Numerical aspects

The validity of the HMR RWA can be investigated~see
Sec. III and Ref.@10#! by comparison of the RWA results
with exact calculations, which, of course, include all possible
transition mechanisms. In the applications discussed here,
the phase-dependent time-dependent populations and the
phase-dependent long-time averaged~steady-state! popula-
tions of the molecular states are determined utilizing a
Taylor-series method@29# and the Riemann product integral
method@2,30–32#, respectively, combined with the Floquet
formalism @2,4,21–25#, as discussed in detail by Kondo,
Blokker, and Meath@4# and Brown and Meath@10#. Utilizing
540 Riemann intervals and 90 integration points, the steady-
state populations generally converged to four or five signifi-
cant figures. Using a step size of 2p/540 and a nine-term
Taylor series provides the evolution operators to 12-figure
accuracy and thus the time-dependent populations to four or
five significant figures for all times considered.

For molecular problems, it is often important to average
transition probabilities and related observables, with respect
to molecular orientations relative to the field directions
@2,7,10,11,33–40#. Here free orientational averaging, where
all orientations are equally probable, will be carried out; this
corresponds to the situation where the absorbing molecules
are randomly oriented with respect to the laser beams and/or
to the classical limit of rotational averaging, which is more
appropriate for heavy molecules or higher temperatures. The
importance of orientational or rotational averaging has been
demonstrated for both the one-color and two-color excitation
of molecules@2,7,11,33–38#, including the phase control of
excitation processes@10,39,40#. Expressions for the free ori-
entationally averaged time-dependent populations of molecu-
lar states, and the associated orientationally averaged reso-
nance profiles, and discussions of their evaluation are
available in the literature@10,33,34#. Using 72-point Gauss-
ian quadrature to perform the angular integrations numeri-
cally, the steady-state and temporal populations generally
converged to three or four figures.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The explicit examples considered in this section involve
the harmonic two-color simultaneous three- and one-photon
excitations between two energy levels. The molecular param-
eters are given byE2150.1, m53.0, andd56.5. These pa-
rameters, which are representative of a two-level configura-
tion in substituted aromatic molecules@41#, have been used
in harmonic two-color simultaneous two- and one-photon
transition calculations@10# as well as other previous theoreti-
cal laser-molecule calculations@4,34,42,43#. In order to as-
certain the role of permanent dipole moments in two-color
phase-control problems, two cases must be considered:~a!
optimization of phase control ford50 and ~b! optimization
of phase control fordÞ0. Optimization of phase control in-
volves, in part, choosing the field parameters so that the
three-photon and the one-photon laser-molecule couplings
are equal. Here the perturbation theory, Eqs.~7! and ~8!, or
the HMR RWA, Eq.~14!, expressions for the couplings are
used for this purpose; a discussion of the usefulness of each
for the problem of interest is contained in the following sec-
tions.

A. Optimization of phase control for d50

Although the effects ofdÞ0 on the dynamics and the
resonance profiles arising from the interaction of one~or
two! cw laser~s! with a molecule have been well demon-
strated@1–11,27–29,33–35,42,43#, few studies involving the
control of molecular excitations have taken explicit account
of the presence of permanent dipole moments. Therefore, we
begin by choosing the field parameters in order to optimize
phase control assumingd50. If d50, the perturbative results
Eqs.~7! and~8! must be utilized in order to estimate the field
strengths that will optimize phase control in the exact calcu-
lations; the RWA does not support three-photon excitations
in this limit ~see Sec. II B!. The field strength for the one-
photon transition is«1

05131026 (3.513104 W/cm2), while
the field strength for the three-photon transition is
«3
051.25531023 (5.52731010 W/cm2). These field
strengths are chosen such that the laser-molecule couplings
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are of the same magnitude as those in our recent study of
simultaneous two- and one-photon molecular excitation@10#.
The transition and permanent dipole moments are taken to be
aligned~mid! and the electric fields are taken to be parallel
to each other and to the dipole momentsê1i ê3imid. The
field strengths are such that the magnitudes of the perturba-
tive one-photon coupling Eq.~7! and of the perturbative
three-photon coupling Eq. ~8! are equal:
u@C(1)#pertu5u@C(3)#pertu'3.00031026. The sign of the
three-photon coupling is the reverse of the one-photon cou-
plings: @C(1)# pert is positive and@C(3)#pert is negative.

The resonance profiles are illustrated in Fig. 1 for various
phases of the one-photon laserd1 , with the phase of the
three-photon laserd3 set to zero. Each part of the figure
contains three curves: the resonance profile ford50, the op-
timized phase control case calculated using the exact Floquet
technique, and the resonance profiles forudu56.5 calculated

using the HMR RWA and by using the exact Floquet tech-
nique. We will begin with a discussion of thed50 results
and then discuss and contrast to thedÞ0 results.

The exact resonance profiles exhibit a two-color Bloch-
Siegert shift of 11.6 cm21 to higher frequency for all
(d1 ,d3) combinations~see Fig. 1! relative to the perturbation
theory or weak field resonance frequency ofvb57315.667
cm21 @D50 in Eq. ~12! with N151, N353, andNb53#.
This shift is the same as that exhibited by the one-color
three-photon resonance profile for the same field strength
(«3

051.25531023); the analogous shift for the one-color
one-photon resonance profile is insignificant. The Bloch-
Siegert shift is very important since its magnitude is greater
than the full widths at half maximum~FWHM’s! of the reso-
nance profiles for all (d1 ,d3) combinations. Therefore, if the
weak-field resonance frequencies were assumed in the exact
calculation, the resonances would be missed entirely. The
Bloch-Siegert shift is much greater (;50 times larger! than
the Bloch-Siegert shift for the analogous two- and one-
photon excitation for the same molecule-EMF coupling
strengths@10#. This agrees with the general trend for an in-
crease in Bloch-Siegert shift with an increase in photonicity
of a transition as was exhibited previously in the one-color
case@3,33#.

The d50 results exhibit 99.99% phase control as the
FWHM’s vary from less than 0.001 cm21 to 0.883 cm21 as
the relative phased5(d123d3) varies from 0 top ~see Fig.
1 and Table I!. The percentage of phase control is defined as

~% control!5
F max2F min

F max1F min
, ~18!

which is analogous to the definition based on the intensity of
ionization signal used previously@16#. The FWHM’s of the
exact resonance profiles are in very good agreement with the
predictions based on the perturbative molecule-EMF cou-
plings and Eqs.~16! and ~17!; see Table I. The perturbative
predictions are essentially within 0.6% of the exact results.
This indicates the perturbative predictions for the molecule-
EMF couplings are reliable even though perturbation theory
cannot be used to obtain the long-time behavior of the popu-
lations of the molecular states or the associated resonance
profiles. The reliability of perturbation theory in this regard
is also seen in that control of the combined one- and three-
photon transition is obtained in the exact calculations for the
field strengths predicted via the perturbative molecule-EMF
couplings.

Phase control is also reflected in the exact temporal cal-
culations ford50, which are carried out at the exact reso-
nance frequency (vb

Floquet)res'7327.33 cm21 for each rela-
tive phase@see Fig. 2, whereP2(d1 ,d3 ,t) is shown for
d123d350,p/4,p/2,3p/4,p#. The period of the time-
dependent population decreases from ‘‘infinity’’ since the
molecule-EMF coupling increases from approximately zero
as the relative phase goes from zero top, which is a conse-
quence of the inverse relationship between the temporal pe-
riod and the molecule-EMF coupling; see Eq.~15!. The pe-
riods are ‘‘reliably’’ predicted using the perturbatively
calculated molecule-EMF coupling in Eq.~15!.

We now consider the~real! d56.5 molecule, bearing in
mind that the field strengths were chosen to optimize phase

FIG. 1. Fixed molecule-EMF orientation (ê1i ê3imid) resonance
profiles, the long-time averaged population of the excited state
P̄2(d1,d3) vs the beat frequency detuning (vb2E21/3), calculated
in the HMR RWA (• • • •) and by exact Floquet methods,d50
~—! andd56.5 ~----!, for the simultaneous one- and three-photon
two-color excitation of the model two-level molecule, as a function
of the relative phase (d123d3) of the two lasers and with the field
strengths«3

051.25531023 and «1
05131026 chosen to optimize

control ford50.
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control ford50. Thed50 optimized field strengths are such
that for the dÞ0 molecule, the perturbative one-photon
coupling and the perturbative three-photon coupling, as
calculated using Eqs.~7! and ~8!, respectively, are no
longer equal: @C(1)#pert'3.00031026 and @C(3)#pert
'2.51831025 and furthermore@C(3)#pert is positive for
d56.5 versus negative whend50. The ten-fold increase in
the magnitude of the three-photon coupling withdÞ0 com-
pared tod50, as well as the change in sign of@C(3)#pert,
indicates that permanent dipoles have a pronounced effect in
the three-photon transition.

The exact resonance profiles, calculated using Floquet
methods, analogous to thed50 results, but settingd56.5 in
the calculations, are included in Fig. 1. The choice of field
strengths, chosen to optimize the phase control of thed50
molecule, leads to little phase dependence in these resonance
profiles and what is present is in the opposite sense to the
d50 case; that is, ford56.5 the FWHM’s of the profiles
decrease with increasingd5d123d3; see also Table I. The
lack of control @11.8% control based on Eq.~18!# for
d56.5 is also clear from the temporal plots of Fig. 2, where
the period of the time-dependent population changes little

with d. Relative to thed50 results, ford56.5 the three-
photon excitation dominates the one-photon excitation pro-
cess for alld, since the three-photon coupling is approxi-
mately ten times larger than the one-photon molecule-EMF
coupling. Phase control of the excitation process can be
achieved for thed56.5 molecule by proper selection of the
laser fields~see Sec. III B!.

As discussed previously, the FWHM’s of the resonance
profiles and hence the related periods of the temporal evolu-
tion of the excited state, ford50, calculated using the per-
turbative expression for the molecule-EMF coupling and
Eqs.~16! and~17!, agree very closely with the exact Floquet
results and this is also valid ford56.5 where the perturba-
tive and Floquet results for the FWHM agree to within 0.2%;
see Table I. On the other hand, while the one-photon HMR-
RWA molecule-EMF couplingC(1,0)'2.99531026 com-
pares very well with the one-photon perturbative coupling
'3.00031026, the three-photon HMR-RWAmolecule-EMF
couplingC(0,3)'2.80831025 is approximately 10% higher

TABLE I. FWHM of the resonance profiles of Fig. 1 (d56.5 or
0! as a function of the relative phase,d5d123d3 with d350, of
the two lasers. PT denotes perturbation theory calculations of the
FWHM obtained using the perturbative molecule-EMF couplings,
Eqs.~7! and ~8!, and Eqs.~16! and ~17!.

Calculation Phase (d) FWHM ~cm21) @vb# res ~cm21)

HMR RWA 0 4.541 7315.667
Floquet (dÞ0) 4.116 7327.327
PT (dÞ0) 4.124 7315.667
Floquet (d50) ,0.001 7327.321
PT (d50) ,0.001 7315.667

HMR RWA p/4 4.425 7315.667
Floquet (dÞ0) 4.001 7327.330
PT (dÞ0) 4.007 7315.667
Floquet (d50) 0.338 7327.324
PT (d50) 0.336 7315.667

HMR RWA p/2 4.131 7315.667
Floquet (dÞ0) 3.707 7327.338
PT (dÞ0) 3.711 7315.667
Floquet (d50) 0.624 7327.331
PT (d50) 0.621 7315.667

HMR RWA 3p/4 3.815 7315.667
Floquet (dÞ0) 3.387 7327.345
PT (dÞ0) 3.389 7315.667
Floquet (d50) 0.816 7327.337
PT (d50) 0.811 7315.667

HMR RWA p 3.676 7315.667
Floquet (dÞ0) 3.246 7327.348
PT (dÞ0) 3.246 7315.667
Floquet (d50) 0.883 7327.340
PT (d50) 0.878 7315.667

FIG. 2. Time-dependent population of the excited state 2,
P2(d1,d3,t), calculated in the HMR RWA (• • • •) and by exact
Floquet methods,d50 ~——! andd56.5 (----), as afunction of
time and the relative phase of the two lasers, for the corresponding
vb5vb

res for eachd and for the field strengths chosen to optimize
control for d50. Ford50, P2(t) is essentially zero over the time
scale shown for the exactd50 Floquet results.
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than the perturbative three-photon molecule-EMF coupling
'2.51831025 since the HMR RWA does not include the
m3 three-photon transition mechanism~see Sec. II B!. There-
fore, the FWHM’s of the HMR-RWA resonance profiles
(d56.5) are larger than those determined from the exact
calculations. This is illustrated in Fig. 1~see also Table I!,
where the HMR-RWA resonance profiles can be compared
with the exact results fordÞ0. As with the exactdÞ0 cal-
culations, the HMR-RWA resonance profiles do not vary sig-
nificantly with phase. Also, of course, the HMR-RWA pro-
files do not exhibit the Bloch-Siegert shifts seen in the exact
resonance profiles.

If the Floquet and HMR-RWA temporal calculations for
d56.5 are carried out at their respective resonance frequen-
cies (vb

Floquet)res'7327.34 cm21 and (vb
WF)res57315.667

cm21 ~see Table I for the exact resonance frequency for each
relative phase!, the two sets of results forP2(d1 ,d3 ,t) are
relatively independent of phase, but can differ significantly
over the time scale shown for a given relative phase~see Fig.
2!. This arises because the HMR-RWA three-photon coupling
is larger than the correct result for all relative phases
d5(d123d3), which results in a reduced period in the RWA
relative to the exact temporal behavior@see Eq.~15!#. Thus,
for t;25 ps, the RWA temporal behavior becomes com-
pletely out of phase with the exact results. For larger times
the two sets of results can agree rather well, for example, for
t;50 ps, before again becoming out of phase with each
other. This type of inversion of the temporal behavior of
Floquet versus RWA results and its consequences in the in-
terpretation of ir multiphoton excitation processes has been
discussed previously@29,44#. If the exact temporal evolution
of the excited state is computed for the weak-field resonance
frequency (vb

WF)res57315.667 cm21, that is neglecting the
Bloch-Siegert shift, very large discrepancies between the ex-
act and the HMR-RWA temporal results would be exhibited
since the difference in resonance frequencies between the
exact and the weak-field limits is much larger than the
FWHM’s of the resonance profiles for all relative phasesd.
Thus the period of the exact temporal evolution for
v5(vb

WF) reswill be very large compared to HMR-RWA pe-
riod for this frequency.

As discussed above, the HMR-RWA result for the three-
photon coupling neglects them3 contribution to the excita-
tion mechanism and this causes disagreements between the
RWA and the exact results. It is interesting to note that if
RWA molecule-EMF couplings are replaced by the corre-
sponding perturbatively determined couplings in the RWA
analytical expressions for the resonance profile and the time-
dependent population of the excited state, Eqs.~11! and~10!,
respectively, excellent agreement with the corresponding ex-
act results will be obtained, aside from effects directly re-
lated to the absence of the Bloch-Siegert shift in the RWA
calculation. This comment applies for both thedÞ0 and the
d50 sets of results. Thus, for example, if the time-dependent
population of the excited state is calculated at the weak-field
resonance frequencyv5(vb

WF)res, utilizing the HMR-RWA
expression Eq.~10! but using the perturbative molecule-
EMF couplings in place of the HMR-RWA couplings, the
result will be indistinguishable from the exact calculations
shown in Fig. 2.

B. Optimization of phase control for dÞ0

When dÞ0, there is a choice of whether to utilize the
perturbation theory or the HMR-RWA expressions for the
molecule-EMF coupling to estimate the field strengths nec-
essary to optimize phase control. Keeping the field strength
for the laser driving the one-photon transition at the value
used in Sec. III A,«1

05131026 (3.513104 W/cm2), the
field strength for the three-photon transition must be changed
to «3

056.17531024 (1.33831010 W/cm2) in order to opti-
mize phase control utilizing perturbation theory. These field
strengths are such that the perturbative one-photon coupling
Eq. ~7! and the perturbative three-photon coupling Eq.~8!
are equal: @C(1)#pert5@C(3)# pert'3.00031026. Unlike
whend50, @C(1)#pert and@C(3)#pert both have positive val-
ues. Using the HMR RWA, the laser field strength for the
one-photon transition is«1

05131026 (3.513104 W/cm2),
while the field strength for the three-photon transition must
be changed to«3

056.00031024 (1.26331010 W/cm2). The
field strengths are such that the HMR-RWA three-photon
coupling C(0,3) and the HMR-RWA one-photon coupling
C(1,0), as calculated using Eq.~14!, are approximately
equal:C(0,3)'3.07731026 andC(1,0)'2.99031026.

The resonance profiles are illustrated in Fig. 3 for various
relative phasesd5(d123d3), with the phase of the three-
photon laserd3 set to zero. Each part of the figure contains
three curves: the exact resonance profile where the field
strengths are chosen in order to optimize phase control using
the perturbative molecule-EMF couplings Eqs.~7! and ~8!
and the exact and the HMR-RWA resonance profiles where
phase control has been optimized using the HMR-RWA
molecule-EMF coupling Eq.~14!. The exact resonance pro-
files for the perturbatively chosen fields exhibit a two-color
Bloch-Siegert shift of 2.8 cm21 to higher frequency for all
(d1 ,d3) combinations relative to the weak-field resonance
frequency ofvb57315.667 cm21, while the exact reso-
nance profiles for the HMR-RWA selected fields exhibit a
two-color Bloch-Siegert shift of 2.7 cm21 to higher fre-
quency. These shifts are the same as those exhibited by the
one-color three-photon resonance profiles for the same field
strengths.

Phase control is exhibited for both sets of exact resonance
profiles. The FWHM’s for the exact profiles for the pertur-
batively chosen fields vary from 0.878 cm21 for d50 to less
than 0.001 cm21 for d5p, while for the HMR-RWA fields,
they vary from 0.841 to 0.036 cm21 asd varies from 0 to
p ~see Table II!: 99.8% and 91.8% control, respectively,
based on Eq.~18!. The phase control of the combined one-
and three-photon transitions is more complete for the pertur-
batively chosen field strengths since, as discussed previously,
the FWHM’s of the exact resonance profiles generally agree
very well with those calculated using the perturbative ex-
pression for the molecule-EMF coupling and Eqs.~16! and
~17!; see Table II. On the other hand, the exact resonance
profiles for the HMR-RWA chosen fields do not exhibit as
complete phase control since the HMR-RWA expression for
the three-photon coupling, which neglects them3 transition
mechanism, underestimates the actual three-photon field
strength needed to optimize control. Therefore, the FWHM’s
of the HMR-RWA resonance profiles are 5.6%, 5.5%, 5.5%,
and 5.4% greater than those for the exact profiles for the
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HMR-RWA chosen fields asd varies for 0 to 3p/4, while for
d5p it is 64% smaller. On the other hand, utilizing the
perturbative one- and three-photon couplings associated with
the HMR-RWA optimized field strengths@C(1)#pert
'3.00031026 and @C(3)#pert'2.75231026 and Eqs.~16!
and ~17!, the FWHM’s agree to within 0.3%.

The HMR-RWA resonance profiles are included in Fig. 3
and they exhibit ‘‘complete’’ phase control for the optimal
laser fields based on the HMR-RWA laser-molecule cou-
plings; in the calculations reported here, these fields were not
completely optimized in the RWA, that is,
C(0,3)'3.07731026 andC(1,0)'2.99031026. Of course,
the Bloch-Siegert shifts, present in the exact Floquet results,
are absent in all RWA calculations. Aside from this and their
;6% too large FWHM’s, the HMR-RWA resonance profiles

model well the exact results. The modeling can be improved,
as discussed in Sec. III A, by simply replacing the HMR-
RWA molecule-laser couplings by the perturbative couplings
estimated for optimal combined one- and three-photon tran-
sition control. The resonance profiles obtained this way will
be graphically indistinguishable from the exact results once
the profiles are frequency normalized for the Bloch-Siegert
shift.

Phase control is exhibited in the exact temporal calcula-
tions for dÞ0, which are carried out at the exact resonance
frequency for each relative phase for both the perturbatively
chosen fields, (vb

Floquet PT)res'7318.49 cm21, and for the
HMR-RWA selected fields, (vb

Floquet RWA)res'7318.33 cm
21; see Fig. 4. For both sets of calculations, phase control is
in the opposite sense to thed50 results of Sec. III A, that is,
the period of the time-dependent population increases, since
the molecule-EMF coupling decreases, as the relative phase
changes from zero top. The phase control is in the opposite
sense for the two calculations because the three-photon cou-

FIG. 3. Fixed molecule-EMF orientation (ê1i ê3imid) resonance
profiles, the long-time averaged population of the excited
stateP̄2(d1,d3) vs detuning (vb2E21/3), calculated by exact Flo-
quet methods, for field strengths chosen to optimize control using
perturbative couplings«3

056.17531024 and«1
05131026 ~——!,

and by both exact Floquet methods(----) and in the HMR RWA
(• • • •), for field strengths chosen to optimize control using
HMR-RWA couplings«3

056.00031024 and«1
05131026, for the

simultaneous one- and three-photon two-color excitation of the
model (d56.5) two-level molecule, as a function of the relative
phase (d123d3) of the two lasers.

TABLE II. FWHM of the resonance profiles of Fig. 3
(d56.5) as a function of the relative phase,d123d3 with d350,
of the two lasers. Floquet~RWA! indicates that the exact calcula-
tions were performed using the HMR-RWA selected fields, while
Floquet~PT! indicates that the perturbative fields were used. PT and
PT ~RWA! indicate using the perturbatively and the HMR-RWA
selected control fields, respectively, in the calculation of the
FWHM’s using Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~16!, and~17!.

Calculation Phase (d) FWHM ~cm21) @vb# res ~cm21)

HMR RWA 0 0.888 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.841 7318.329
PT ~RWA! 0.842 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.878 7318.486
PT 0.878 7315.667

HMR RWA p/4 0.820 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.777 7318.330
PT ~RWA! 0.778 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.810 7318.488
PT 0.811 7315.667

HMR RWA p/2 0.628 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.595 7318.334
PT ~RWA! 0.596 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.621 7318.492
PT 0.621 7315.667

HMR RWA 3p/4 0.340 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.323 7318.337
PT ~RWA! 0.324 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.336 7318.495
PT 0.336 7315.667

HMR RWA p 0.013 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.036 7318.338
PT ~RWA! 0.036 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.001 7318.497
PT ,0.001 7315.667
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pling is positive versus negative and therefore the sign of the
interference term in Eq.~17! changes, ford56.5 versus
d50. Using either the perturbatively or the HMR-RWA cho-
sen field strengths in the perturbative molecule-EMF cou-
plings in Eqs.~15! and ~17!, the respective periods of tem-
poral evolution are ‘‘reliably’’ predicted. The perturbatively
chosen fields give more complete control and temporally this
is best seen ford5p, where the period is much greater than
for the HMR-RWA selected fields. Over the time scale de-
picted, the HMR RWA yields reasonable predictions of the
exact temporal behavior, although the periods for alld are
slightly too small ~a reflection of the couplings being ap-
proximately 6% too large!. However, over sufficiently longer
time scales, the HMR-RWA temporal behavior will become
completely out of phase with the exact results~see Sec. III A
and Refs.@10,29,44#!.

In the examples just discussed, the permanent dipole
mechanism, that is, the term in Eq.~8! of the form d2m,
tends to dominate the transition dipole mechanism~the term
of the formm3) in the total three-photon molecule-EMF cou-
pling. Thus, for example, in the exact Floquet calculations,
phase control is more or less obtained if either perturbation
theory or the HMR RWA is used to estimate the optimal
fields for control of the simultaneous one- and three-photon
excitation process. For the model molecule studied, the dif-
ference between the permanent dipoles of the states involved
in the transition,d56.5, is quite large compared to the tran-
sition dipole,m53. Oftend andm can be of more compa-
rable sizes.

C. Optimization of phase control for dÞ0 „d52.5…

In order to more clearly understand the possible effects of
permanent dipoles in the phase control of molecular excita-
tion processes, we now consider a model whered'm. For
this purpose we consider a ‘‘pseudomolecule’’ with the same
molecular parameters as before exceptd52.5. The laser
field strength for the one-photon transition is kept at the
d56.5 value;«1

05131026 (3.513104 W/cm2) for both the
perturbative and HMR-RWA choices of optimal control field
strengths. In order that the perturbative one- and three-
photon couplings are equal ford52.5, again at
@C(1)#pert5@C(3)# pert'3.00031026, the field strength for
the three-photon transition must be increased to
«3
051.71931023 (1.03731011 W/cm2) from 6.17531024

(1.33831010 W/cm2) for d56.5. Using the HMR-RWA
couplings, the field driving the three-photon transition must
be increased from 6.00031024 (1.26331010 W/cm2) to
«3
051.12031023 (4.40231010 W/cm2), so that the three-
photon coupling C(0,3)'2.96231026 is approximately
equal to the one-photon couplingC(1,0)'2.99531026.

For all relative phasesd5(d123d3), the exact resonance
profiles for the perturbatively chosen fields exhibit a two-
color Bloch-Siegert shift of 21.9 cm21 to higher frequency
relative to the weak-field resonance frequency of
(vb

WF)res57315.667 cm21, while the exact resonance pro-
files for the HMR-RWA selected fields exhibit a two-color
Bloch-Siegert shift of 9.3 cm21; see Fig. 5 and Table III.
The Bloch-Siegert shifts for the two-color process are the
same as those exhibited by the one-color three-photon reso-
nance profiles for the same field strengths and therefore the
large difference in Bloch-Siegert shifts between the perturba-
tively and HMR-RWA chosen fields profiles is due to the
difference in the three-photon field strengths for the two cal-
culations (1.71931023 versus 1.12031023, respectively!.
Unlike for d56.5 ~Fig. 3!, there is no overlap between the
resonance profiles for the perturbatively and the HMR-RWA
chosen fields. The profiles overlap ford56.5 because the
three-photon field strengths are much more similar,
«3
056.17531024 (1.33831010 W/cm2) for perturbatively
chosen fields and«3

056.00031024 (1.26331010 W/cm2)
for the HMR-RWA chosen fields, relative to the correspond-
ing fields ford52.5.

The FWHM’s for the exact resonance profiles for the per-
turbatively chosen fields vary from 0.878 to 0.010 cm21,
97.8% control, while for the HMR-RWA fields they vary
from 0.562 to 0.320 cm21, 27.4% control, asd varies from

FIG. 4. Time-dependent population of the excited state 2,
P2(d1,d3,t) for the model (d56.5) two-level molecule, calculated
by exact Floquet methods, for field strengths chosen to optimize
control using perturbative couplings~——!, and by both exact Flo-
quet methods~----! and in the HMR RWA (• • • •), for field
strengths chosen to optimize control using HMR-RWA couplings,
as a function of time and the relative phase of the two lasers, for the
correspondingvb5vb

res for eachd. For d5p, P2(t) is essentially
zero over the time scale shown for the field strengths for optimal
control estimated by perturbation theory.
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0 to p, respectively; see Table III. Almost complete phase
control is exhibited for the perturbatively chosen field
strengths, but these results do not exhibit as much phase
control ~99.8%! as whend56.5.

Compared to thed56.5 molecule, the FWHM’s for the
exact resonance profiles for the HMR-RWA selected fields
agree poorly with those for the HMR-RWA calculations
since the neglectedm3 transition mechanism is now much
more dominant in the three-photon molecule-EMF coupling.
Therefore, although the HMR-RWA one-photon coupling
C(1,0)'2.99531026 agrees very well with the perturbative
one-photon coupling@C(1)#pert'3.00031026, the HMR-
RWA three-photon couplingC ~0,3!'2.96231026 is much
larger than the perturbative three-photon coupling
@C(3)#pert'8.29831027, for the HMR-RWA chosen fields.

Hence the FWHM’s calculated in the HMR RWA are much
larger for the positive (d50,p/4) and zero (d5p/2) inter-
ference profiles@the interference term in Eq.~17! is positive#
and much smaller for the negative (d53p/4,p) interference
profiles than those for the exact calculations based on the
RWA selected three-photon field strength; see Table III.
However, the FWHM’s of the exact resonance profiles for
the HMR-RWA selected field strengths agree, within 0.6%,
to the results calculated using the perturbative molecule-
EMF couplings and Eqs.~16! and ~17! and these field
strengths. Since the HMR RWA incorrectly predicts the op-
timum control three-photon molecule-EMF coupling, the ex-
act resonance profiles for the HMR-RWA selected fields ex-
hibit little phase control~27.4%!.

Since the period of the temporal evolution of the excited
state is related to the FWHM of the resonance profiles via
Eqs. ~15! and ~16!, the exact temporal behavior~not shown
explicitly here! of the excited state for the perturbatively
chosen field strengths carried out at the exact resonance fre-

FIG. 5. Fixed molecule-EMF orientation (ê1i ê3imid) resonance
profiles, the long-time averaged population of the excited state
P̄2(d1,d3) vs the beat frequency detuning (vb2E21/3), calculated
by exact Floquet methods, for field strengths chosen to optimize
control using perturbative couplings«3

051.71931023 and
«1
05131026 ~——!, and by both exact Floquet methods~----! and
in the HMR RWA (• • • •), for field strengths chosen to optimize
control using HMR-RWA couplings «3

051.12031023 and
«1
05131026, for the simultaneous one- and three-photon two-
color excitation of the model (d52.5) two-level molecule, as a
function of the relative phase (d123d3) of the two lasers.

TABLE III. FWHM of the resonance profiles of Fig. 5
(d52.5) as a function of the relative phase,d123d3 with d350,
of the two lasers. Floquet~RWA! indicates that the exact calcula-
tions were performed using the HMR-RWA fields, while Floquet
~PT! indicates that the perturbative fields were used. PT and PT
~RWA! indicate using the perturbatively and the HMR-RWA se-
lected control fields, respectively, in the calculation of the FWHM’s
using Eqs.~7!, ~8!, ~16!, and~17!.

Calculation Phase (d) FWHM ~cm21) @vb# res ~cm21)

HMR RWA 0 0.872 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.562 7324.950
PT ~RWA! 0.560 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.878 7337.541
PT 0.878 7315.667

HMR RWA p/4 0.805 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.533 7324.952
PT ~RWA! 0.532 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.812 7337.545
PT 0.811 7315.667

HMR RWA p/2 0.616 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.456 7324.958
PT ~RWA! 0.455 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.619 7337.554
PT 0.621 7315.667

HMR RWA 3p/4 0.334 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.364 7324.965
PT ~RWA! 0.363 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.334 7337.565
PT 0.336 7315.667

HMR RWA p 0.005 7315.667
Floquet~RWA! 0.320 7324.967
PT ~RWA! 0.318 7315.667
Floquet~PT! 0.010 7337.568
PT ,0.001 7315.667
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quency (vb
Floquet PT)res'7337.55 cm21 will exhibit essen-

tially complete phase control. Conversely, for the HMR-
RWA selected field strengths, the exact temporal behavior
carried out at the exact resonance frequency
(vb

Floquet RWA)res'7324.96 cm21 will exhibit little phase con-
trol. Thus, ford52.5 (d'm) and for the field strengths con-
sidered here, the perturbatively chosen field strengths pro-
vide control while the HMR-RWA selected fields do not
provide adequate results for the three-photon molecule-EMF
coupling and therefore little control is exhibited in either the
exact resonance profiles or the associated exact temporal be-
havior. In contrast, ford56.5 (d@m), either the perturba-
tively chosen or the HMR-RWA selected field strengths pro-
vide almost complete phase control.

D. Optimization of phase control for d50 „‘‘real’’ d52.5…

For comparison purposes, let us consider thed50 calcu-
lations, analogous to those of Sec. III A ford56.5, for the
pseudomolecule withd52.5. Since the field strengths are to
be chosen assuming the perturbative one- and three-photon
couplings are the same ford50, they are the same as those
in Sec. III A, i.e., for the one-photon transition
«1
05131026 (3.513104 W/cm2) and for the three-photon
transition «3

051.25531023 (5.52731010 W/cm2). Exact
resonance profiles ford50 and analogous results for
d52.5 as a function of relative phase are illustrated in Fig. 6.
While the d50 results exhibit phase control~99.99%! ~see
the discussion in Sec. III A and Table I!, the analogous
d52.5 results exhibit less phase control~38.5%! as the
FWHM’s vary from 0.612 to 0.272 cm21 asd varies from 0
to p and the phase control that is exhibited is in the opposite
sense to that ford50; compare Tables IV and I. The exact
(d52.5) FWHM’s are greater than those ford50 for d50
andp/4 while they are smaller ford5p/2, 3p/4, andp @see
Fig. 6, Tables IV (d52.5) and I (d50)#; for d56.5 ~see
Fig. 1 and Table I! the FWHM’s are greater for all relative
phases. The exact FWHM’s ford52.5 are reliably predicted
from the overall perturbative molecule-EMF coupling and
Eq. ~16!. When d52.5, the perturbative three-photon cou-
pling @C(3)#pert'1.16731026 is of the same magnitude as
the one-photon coupling@C(1)#pert'3.000 31026 and
therefore, if one assumesd50, when, in fact,d52.5, there is
still 38.5% control, based on Eq.~18!. Conversely, for
d56.5, the three-photon coupling@C(3)#pert'2.51831025

is approximately ten times larger than the one-photon cou-
pling and there is only 11.8% control~see Sec. III A!.

The behavior of the FWHM’s for the exact resonance pro-
files for d52.5 relative tod50 is also reflected in the tem-
poral calculations, where are carried out at the exact reso-
nance frequency for each relative phase (vb

Floquet)res
'7327.33 cm21 ~see Fig. 7!. As the relative phase varies
from zero top, the period of the time-dependent population
increases from 33 to 80 ps whend52.5, while it decreases
from infinity to 25 ps ford50 since the field strengths have
been chosen to optimize phase control ford50. The period
for d52.5 is shorter than that ford50 for d50 andp/4
while it is longer ford5p/2, 3p/4, andp. However, for
d52.5 neither the longest period is as long nor the shortest
period as short as that ford50, so obviously there is less

temporal phase control whend52.5. Whend56.5, the pe-
riod of the temporal behavior of the excited state is shorter
for all relative phases~see Fig. 2!. Thus, as is reflected both
temporally and in the associated resonance profiles, neglect-
ing the permanent dipole moments in determining the field
strengths for optimal control will inevitably lead to a loss of
control, although the exact amount of control lost depends
upon the relative values ofd andm.

E. Orientational averaging

Only one example, where phase control has been opti-
mized for the fixed orientationê1i ê3imid whend56.5 ~see
Sec. III B!, will be considered since it will illustrate the main
effects of orientational averaging for the harmonic simulta-
neous three- and one-photon excitation. Orientationally aver-
aged temporal behavior and associated resonance profiles are

FIG. 6. Fixed molecule-EMF orientation (ê1i ê3imid) resonance
profiles, the long-time averaged population of the excited state
P̄2(d1,d3) vs the beat frequency detuning (vb2E21/3) calculated
in the HMR RWA (• • • •) and by exact Floquet methods,d50
~——! and d52.5 ~----!, for the simultaneous one- and three-
photon two-color excitation of the model two-level molecule, as a
function of the relative phase (d123d3) of the two lasers and with
the field strengths«3

051.25531023 and «1
05131026 chosen to

optimize control ford50.
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characteristic of molecules randomly situated in the gas or
solution phase rather than with a specific orientation relative
to the laser fields.

The free orientationally averaged@10,33,34# perturba-
tively determined temporal behavior is given by

P2
rot~d,t !5

t2

8E0
p

$@C~1!#pert
2 cos2b1@C~3!#pert

2 cos6b

12@C~1!#pert@C~3!#pertcos
4b cosd%sinb db

5
t2

4
$ 1
3 @C~1!#pert

2 1 1
7 @C~3!#pert

2

1 2
5 @C~1!#pert@C~3!#pertcosd%

5
t2

4
@zav

pert~d1 ,d3!#
2 ~19!

where here the molecule-EMF couplings@C(1)#pert and
@C(3)#pert now depend only on the magnitudes of the perma-
nent and transition dipole moments since the angular depen-
dence onb ~the angle between the fields and the dipoles! has
been factored out; see Eqs.~7! and ~8!. There is an obvious
loss of phase control if one uses the fixed orientation optimal
control field strengths since the orientationally averaged
overall molecule-EMF coupling in Eq.~19!, zav

pert(d1 ,d3), no
longer approaches zero as the relative phased approaches
p. In fact, if the one- and three-photon molecule-EMF cou-
plings are set equal,@C(1)#pert5@C(3)#pert5C, as done for
the fixed orientation problem~Sec. III B!, the minimum
value of the overall molecule-EMF coupling that can be ob-

tained is (8/105)1/2C compared to a maximum value of
(92/105)1/2C. However, if the orientationally averaged
molecule-EMF coupling is utilized to maximize control, i.e.,
to minimize uzav

pert(p,0)u, the new relationship between the
one- and three-photon coupling is 1.4@C(1)#pert
5@C(3)#pert. Using this result, the minimum value of the
overall molecule-EMF coupling that can be obtained is
(4/75)1/2@C(1)#pert as compared to a maximum value of
(88/75)1/2@C(1)#pert. Based on the orientationally ‘‘opti-
mized’’ control, the new three-photon field strength is
«3
056.90831024 (1.67531010 W/cm2) when the one-
photon field strength is fixed at the value used in Sec. III B,
«1
051.00031026 (3.513104 W/cm2).
The orientationally averaged resonance profiles

P̄2
rot(d1 ,d3) versus (vb2E21/3) calculated using the pertur-

bative overall molecule-EMF coupling in the HMR-RWA ex-
pression Eq.~11! and by using the exact methods are illus-
trated in Fig. 8 for the parallel fixed orientation optimized

TABLE IV. FWHM of the resonance profiles of Fig. 6 (d52.5
or 0; see Table I ford50 results! as a function of the relative phase,
d5d123d3 with d350, of the two lasers. PT denotes perturbation
theory calculations of the FWHM obtained using the perturbative
molecule-EMF couplings, Eqs.~7! and~8!, and Eqs.~16! and~17!.

Calculation Phase (d) FWHM ~cm21) @vb# res ~cm21)

HMR RWA 0 1.047 7315.667

Floquet (dÞ0) 0.612 7327.324

PT (dÞ0) 0.610 7315.667

HMR RWA p/4 0.970 7315.667

Floquet (dÞ0) 0.575 7327.326

PT (dÞ0) 0.573 7315.667

HMR RWA p/2 0.751 7315.667

Floquet (dÞ0) 0.472 7327.333

PT (dÞ0) 0.471 7315.667

HMR RWA 3p/4 0.432 7315.667

Floquet (dÞ0) 0.342 7327.340

PT (dÞ0) 0.340 7315.667

HMR RWA p 0.171 7315.667

Floquet (dÞ0) 0.272 7327.344

PT (dÞ0) 0.268 7315.667

FIG. 7. Time-dependent population of the excited state 2,
P̄2(d1,d3,t) calculated by exact Floquet methods,d50 ~——! and
d52.5 ~----!, as a function of time and the relative phase of the two
lasers, for the correspondingvb5vb

res for eachd and for the field
strengths chosen to optimize control ford50. For d50, P2(t) is
essentially zero over the time scale shown for the exactd50 Flo-
quet results.
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field strengths~Sec. III B! «1
051.00031026 (3.5093104

W/cm2) and «3
056.17531024 (1.33831010 W/cm2) and

for the orientationally averaged optimized field strengths.
The orientationally averaged resonance profiles are very dis-
similar to their fixed orientationê1i ê3imid counterparts~see
Fig. 3!. We begin with a discussion of the exact resonance
profiles and then follow with a discussion within the HMR
RWA ~using the perturbative overall molecule-EMF cou-
pling, however!.

Upon orientational averaging, many fixed molecule-laser
configurations contribute to the resonance profile and the ex-
act resonance frequencies vary considerably@33#, corre-
sponding to Bloch-Siegert shifts of 2.6 cm21 ~for
ê1i ê3imid! to zero~for ê1i ê3'mid! and, further, the Bloch-

Siegert shifts can often be larger than the FWHM’s of the
corresponding fixed configuration resonance profiles. Thus,
in contradistinction to the simultaneous two- and one-photon
excitation situation discussed previously@10#, where the
maximum Bloch-Siegert shift was small, 0.2 cm21, the ori-
entationally averaged exact resonance profiles shown in Fig.
8 are ‘‘smeared out’’ over a large frequency range and there-
fore no resonance frequency can be defined that corresponds
to a ‘‘maximum’’ in the resonance profile@33#. On the other
hand, the HMR-RWA orientationally averaged profiles do
not exhibit the same behavior since the HMR RWA does not
include Bloch Siegert shifts and therefore the resonance fre-
quencies, for all molecule-laser configurations contributing
to the orientationally averaged resonance profile, are the
same.

Although the exact orientationally averaged resonance
profiles exhibit phase dependence, their corresponding exact
temporal populations are not discussed further since they are
extremely low:P2

rot(d1 ,d3 ,t),0.01 for all relative phases
over the time scale shown in Fig. 9. This behavior agrees
with the fact that the resonance profile, at a givenvb , is the
long-time average of the temporal behavior of the excited-
state population for thatvb and all the exact orientationally
averaged resonance profiles have small heights@e.g., maxi-
mum P̄2

rot(d1 ,0)'0.08#. Therefore, in what follows, we will
consider the HMR-RWA temporal results, which will illus-
trate some effects of orientational averaging on the dynamics
of the system in the absence of Bloch-Siegert shift effects.

The FWHM’s for the HMR-RWA resonance profiles for
the parallel configuration optimal control fields vary from
0.248 to 0.100 cm21, 42.5% control, while for the orienta-
tionally optimized fields they vary from 0.270 to 0.082
cm21, 53.4% control, asd varies from 0 top, respectively.
Therefore, by optimizing the laser fields using the orienta-
tionally averaged expression for the overall perturbative
molecule-EMF coupling, one can achieve a 10% increase in
control within the HMR RWA.

The orientationally averaged temporal population of the
excited state, for various relative phases, evaluated using the
HMR RWA with the perturbative couplings, with the fre-
quency set at the weak field resonance frequency
vb5(vb

WF)res57315.667 cm21, for the parallel orientation
optimized field strengths and for the orientationally opti-
mized field strengths are illustrated in Fig. 9. For the short-
time behavior in the HMR RWA, a slight increase in control
can be seen for the orientationally ‘‘optimized’’ field
strengths relative to the parallel configuration case. However,
over the time scale of the figure, ford50,p/4, andp/2, the
longer-time behavior becomes relatively independent of
phase. This behavior is very similar to the recently studied
orientationally averaged temporal behavior for the simulta-
neous two- and one-photon excitation. In contrast to the two-
versus one-photon competition behavior, where phase con-
trol is lost for all phases, the three- versus one-photon tem-
poral behavior shows more significant phase dependence for
d53p/4 andp ~over the scale of the figure!. If the orienta-
tional average~again withê1i ê2 andmid! of the perturbative
temporal behavior@10# for the simultaneous one- and two-
photon excitation is considered,

FIG. 8. Orientational averaged resonance profiles, the orienta-
tionally averaged long-time averaged population of the excited state
P̄2
rot~d1,d3! vs beat frequency detuning (vb2E21/3), for the

d56.5 parallel configuration optimal control field strengths
«3
056.17531024 and«1

05131026, calculated in the HMR RWA
~••••! and by exact Floquet methods~-••-••! and for the orientation-
ally ‘‘optimized’’ field strenghts«3

056.90831024 and«1
05131026

calculated in the HMR RWA~——! and by exact Floquet methods
~----!, as a function of the relative phase of the two lasers. In the
HMR-RWA calculations the RWA molecule-EMF couplings are re-
placed by the appropriate perturbative molecule-EMF couplings
~see the main text!.
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P2
rot~d,t !5

t2

4 H 13 @C~1!#pert
2 1

1

5
@C~2!#pert

2 J , ~20!

the interference term averages out to zero and thus the ori-
entationally averaged results are independent of phase in the
perturbative approximation in contrast to the phase depen-
dence occurring in the analogous three- versus one-photon
result of Eq.~19!.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A nonzero differenced in the permanent dipole moments
between two molecular states involved in a two-color transi-
tion, involving simultaneous single- and multiphoton transi-
tions, can have significant effects, relative tod50, on the
control of the state populations through the variation of the
relative phase of the two lasers inducing the transitions. In
this paper a two-level molecular model is used to investigate
the effects ofdÞ0, in this context, for the simultaneous one-

and three-photon excitation of the ground state. In contrast to
simultaneous one- and two-photon excitation@10#, where
dÞ0 is required for the two-photon transition to occur, com-
petition between the one- and three-photon excitations can
occur both whend50 and whendÞ0. The control of exci-
tation, that is, of the population of the excited state, is inves-
tigated both for a fixed laser-molecule orientation
(ê1i ê3imid) and for situations where the absorbing mol-
ecules are randomly orientated with respect to the laser field
directions. The effects of the relative phase of the two lasers
are discussed using both the temporal evolution of the
excited-state population and the resonance profiles associ-
ated with the one- and three-photon simultaneous excitation
process to monitor the effects of phase control.

For the fixed molecule-laser orientation studies, the role
of permanent dipoles is investigated by choosing the laser
fields to optimize phase control both with and without taking
explicit account of the permanent dipoles when choosing the
optimal field strengths. Sections III A and III B investigate
phase control for a ‘‘giant dipole’’ molecule whered@m
(d56.5 andm53). Using the field strengths that lead to
100% phase control assumingd50 yields little phase control
in the ‘‘real’’ d56.5 molecule. Keeping the one-photon field
strength fixed, phase control can be achieved by markedly
reducing the laser field strength associated with the three-
photon molecule-EMF coupling so that the one- and three-
photon couplings, including the effects of permanent dipoles,
are equal in magnitude. Relative tod50, the three-photon
coupling C(3) changes sign whend56.5 since C(3)
}(2d22m2)m, that is, the permanent dipole and the pure
transition dipole three-photon transition mechanisms contrib-
ute to the three-photon coupling in opposite senses. Thus the
phase control changes ‘‘sense’’ as a function of the relative
phased for d56.5 relative tod50; for example, the popu-
lation of the excited state is maximized~minimized! for
d5p ~0! versusd50 (p) for d50 and 6.5, respectively.
Often d andm are of more equal magnitude and the phase
control of simultaneous one- and three-photon excitation in
this situation is considered in Secs. III C and III D, where
d52.5 andm53. In this example, relative tod50, the three-
photon laser field strength must be increased significantly to
obtain phase control.

In these calculations reliable estimates for the optimal
choices for the field strengths for phase control were pro-
vided by time-dependent perturbation theory predictions for
the required molecule-EMF couplings even through pertur-
bation theory results for the time dependence of the popula-
tions of the molecular states cannot be used for long times or
to obtain resonance profiles. Indeed the RWA result for the
three-photon coupling@C(0,3)#}2d2m neglects an impor-
tant term (2m3) relative to the more reliable perturbation
theory expression@C(3)#pert}(2d

22m2)m. Thus, in the
choice of laser field strengths for optimal phase control only
the perturbation theory molecule-EMF couplings could be
employed whend50, whereas ford56.5 and 2.5 the RWA
couplings were also tested. Whend56.5 (2d2m@m3) the
optimal control field strengths predicted by the RWA lead to
almost complete control of the excited-state population while
for d52.5 (2d2m;m3) the corresponding RWA predictions
are not at all reliable. In general, the correct analytical tools
must be used to help estimate the field strengths for optimal

FIG. 9. Orientationally averaged HMR-RWA time-dependent
populations of the excited state 2,P̄2

rot ~d1,d3,t!, for thed56.5 par-
allel configuration field strengths «3

056.17531024 and
«1
05131026 (• • • •) and for the orientationally ‘‘optimized’’
field strengths«3

056.90831024 and «1
05131026 ~——!, as a

function of time and the relative phase of the two lasers, for
vb5(vb

WF)res.
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control of the excitation process and while perturbation
theory performed well in the examples considered here, it
will fail for more intense laser fields~larger molecule-EMF
couplings!.

The HMR RWA was also used to model the exact Floquet
calculations of the temporal behavior of the molecular states
and the related resonance profiles, fordÞ0.When the opti-
mal control laser fields are chosen using the RWA, complete
phase control of the excited state is achieved within the
RWA. For common field strengths, the HMR-RWA calcula-
tions model well the exact calculations except for effects
related to the absence of the two-color Bloch-Siegert shift in
the resonance frequency in the RWA results. Discrepancies
can also arise because of disagreements between the three-
photon molecule-EMF couplings in the RWA versus the ex-
act calculations. These affect the FWHM’s of the resonance
profiles and the period of the temporal evolution of the ex-
cited state, and while they are small ford56.5
(2d2m@m3), they are more significant ford52.5
(2d2m;m3). These non-Bloch-Siegert effects, in all the
dÞ0 calculations, can be removed by replacing the RWA
molecule-EMF couplings by the perturbative expressions for
the couplings~at the same laser field strengths! in the HMR-
RWA analytical expressions for the resonance profiles and
the time-dependent populations of the molecular states. It
should be emphasized that the effects of the Bloch-Siegert
shift are important. Very often these are larger than the
FWHM of the resonance profiles and therefore if the weak-
field resonance frequency is assumed in the laser excitation
process, as would occur in both the RWA and perturbation
theory analyses of the problem, the resonances can be missed
completely. However, once these shifts are taken into ac-
count, the analytical HMR-RWA expressions, augmented by
the perturbative molecule-EMF couplings, can be very effec-
tive in analytically and reliably representing the phase con-
trol of molecular excitations for the laser-molecule couplings
of the magnitude studied in this paper, without recourse to
exact Floquet calculations.

The control of the combined one- and three-photon exci-

tation process, for the situation where the absorbing mol-
ecules are randomly orientated with respect to the laser field
directions, is discussed in Sec. III E. Since the molecule-
EMF couplings required for control change with relative
molecule-field orientations, effective control of the excitation
process is lost relative to the fixed molecule-EMF configu-
ration examples discussed earlier. Upon orientational averag-
ing, both the temporal evolution of the excited-state popula-
tions and the resonance profiles show little dependence on
the relative phase of the lasers. However, in agreement with
the predictions of time-dependent perturbation theory, the
phase dependence for the one- and three-photon competition
studied here is more significant than that for the previously
studied @10# one- and two-photon simultaneous excitation
process. When random orientational averaging effects be-
come important, the loss of phase control is inevitable in
such competitive excitation processes. However, such phase
control is observable in rotationally resolved excitation
schemes@14–19#.

The phase control of molecular excited-state populations,
through two-color laser excitation and the interference be-
tween two optical excitation paths to the same final state, is a
problem of considerable interest@12–19#. The magnitude of
the interference is related to the relevant molecule-EMF cou-
plings for the competing transitions and to the relative phase
of the two lasers controlling the excitation paths. However,
until recently, little explicit attention has been given to the
effects of permanent dipoles and to those associated with the
random orientation of the absorbing species in phase control
studies. As illustrated here, for two-level dipolar molecular
models, these effects are important in such problems since
they both influence molecule-EMF couplings.
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